Local searching tools search pages on or close to a site to answer specific queries. A Web query taxonomy based on WebSQL can help enhance local searching techniques. R ecent improvements in search technology allow users to extract structural information from Web data at a global level.
R
ecent improvements in search technology allow users to extract structural information from Web data at a global level. 1, 2 Typically, in such a search -sometimes called global searching -a user submits a keyword query, and the search engine performs a global analysis on the link structure to reduce the number of hits returned to the user. This type of searching depends on sending information retrieval requests to servers that index as many documents as they can find by autonomously navigating the network. The main problem with the global approach is that often the results are inefficient. As any Web user knows, hit lists often contain information that is irrelevant or out of date. And sometimes the sheer volume of hit results produced by the major search engines is just too much data to be very useful.
Global searching is well suited to answering broadly ranging queries, while local searching is better suited to answering more specific queries. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Local searching tools are characterized by a search scope restricted to the documents of a particular site or to that site's neighbors. Index servers often rank these documents with a value smaller than the one computed for the corresponding homepages, which makes it difficult to retrieve such documents using only global queries. Recently, developers have proposed several techniques aimed at improving local search tools. These developers have used database techniques, for example, to cope with the problems associated with introducing a data model for document-oriented networks. 8 This article focuses on local searching tools and their query characteristics. The database and information-retrieval communities have studied Web data models and come to the conclusion that even if you cannot consider the Web as a database, you might be able to approximate it with database models, given certain restrictions. For example, WebSQL -one of the first query languages proposed for the Web -is based on a relational approximation of the Web that relies on query templates. 9 We adopted WebSQL syntax as our classification paradigm.
Local Web Queries
WebSQL follows a minimalist relational approach to model the Web on the basis of two virtual relations: document relations for nodes and anchor relations for links. 8, 10 At the highest abstraction level, you can view the Web as a graph whose nodes are Web objects. You can identify every Web object by its URL, which has corresponding binary content whose interpretation depends on the content type (whether HTML, video, postscript, or some other format). Moreover, HTML documents have identifying titles and unique text, which means that -for query purposeswe can associate a Web object with a tuple structure: Document[url; title; text; type]. The URL is the key; all other attributes can be null. Once we define this virtual relation, we can express any content query -that is, a query that refers only to the content of documents -using SQL-like notation.
Web data modeling requires not only document content but also the hypertext structure. You can model structure by considering hypertext links as first-class citizens in the model. You specify a hypertext link inside an HTML document by an anchor sequence, whose information can be captured in the following tuple structure: Anchor[base; href; label]. In this case, the base is the URL of the HTML document containing the link, href is the referred document, and label is the link description. All these attributes are character strings.
WebSQL Queries
To study the topology of the Web in WebSQL, you can define path regular expressions with distinguishing links that are joined within the same document in which they appear to another document stored at the same site or on a remote server. You build path regular expressions from the symbols HLS ={"α", "→", "⇒", "="} using concatenation, alternation (|), and repetition (*), where HLS denotes the set of hypertext link symbols. In the definition of HLS, I (α) indicates that the destination is within the source document (interior link); I (→) indicates that the destination and source documents are different but are located on the same server (local link); I (⇒) indicates that the destination and the source documents are located on different servers (global link); and I = indicates the empty path.
In WebSQL, for example, = |⇒ →* denotes a regular expression that represents the set of paths containing the zero length path and all paths that start with a global link and continue with zero or more local links. Figure 1 outlines the Backus-Naur Form specification of the language syntax. 10 The BNF is a formal metasyntax used to express context-free grammar; its syntax follows standard SQL select statements. In our system, all queries refer to the Web database schema introduced above. That is, a table can only be defined as Document or Anchor and a field can only be a valid attribute of the table to which it applies. Table 1 outlines several basic examples of how you can define searches using WebSQL. 8, 9 To help understand the relationship between the structural complexity of a relational WebSQL query and a typical Web query, we classified each query example in terms of its query class. The first WebSQL query class -the basic content query (BCQ) -represents the most common Web query activity for search engines like AltaVista or Google. The sec- ond and fourth examples represent two other activities that a user typically executes after receiving a list of hits.
In particular, the second example focuses on the anchor relationship; it represents the sort of file search often carried out by users interested, for example, in Java programming. The third example shows the class of queries that you apply directly to a site to do a combined structural and content query. This sort of query corresponds to typical browsing and searching activities that you do on loaded documents (through browser text searching or through a site-search script).
We use two different keywords -"mentions" and "contains" -to match strings in the "from" and "where" clauses. We normally use "mentions" with the first argument free and the second argument bound. That is, given a string, "mentions" returns the set of all documents that contain that string. On the other hand, we normally use "contains" with both arguments bound. This keyword checks whether a given document contains a given string. The implementation evaluates conditions in the "from" clause by sending those conditions to index servers. The results of the "from" clause, obtained by a navigation and index server query, turn out to be a set of candidate URLs, which you can then restrict further by locally evaluating the conditions in the "where" clause. Table 2 (next page) describes, in more detail, the two main query classes defined in Table 1 . The first class -which corresponds to global queriesdescribes the Web searching executed by one or more index servers. Global queries search for documents containing occurrences of keyword k independently from the structure of the Web graph and with an unrestricted search scope. The second class -which includes local queries -corresponds to queries applied to a site and its neighbors without using an offline index server. Local queries start from a known site i and look for documents related to keywords k into a neighbor of the node i. In Table 2 , we define the class of global queries by Q index (with keyword and regular path expression as arguments) and the class of local queries by Q neigh (with starting URL i, keyword k, and regular path expression R as arguments). Note that the regular path expression R might occur in each class definition even if it seems more frequent in the case of local queries.
Local Queries
In our first example to characterize Q neigh , we consider only local links. Doing so leads to the wellknown site search tools:
In an earlier article, 9 the authors discussed the site map query
which you can view as Q site (i, *). Regular path expressions with global link (⇒) symbols describe other local search tools where the search engine is composed of crawlers that explore external links.
To describe such extra-site local search tools more effectively, we formally introduced the semantics of a query Q neigh in a way that is a special case of the general semantics of a WebSQL query. You can structure the generic local search query Q neigh (i, k, R) in the following way:
You obtain the corresponding semantics of Q neigh (i, k, R) with the set of definitions described in the next several paragraphs. As a preliminary step, we consider the object domains node, link, and url as the set of object instances containing Web documents d, Web links e, and Web addresses i respectively. Here, the only simple type is that given by the url type, which acts as object identifier for node and link sets.
To extract object values from a domain D, we use the function ρ D : url → D assuming that it is always computable. In particular, we assume that Web documents map to node objects having attribute id: url and the hypertext links between them map to link objects having attributes from: url and to: url.
We define a Web graph as a graph W = (ρ Node , ρ Link ), where ρ Node : url → Node models the Web document loading function defined by
Link is the anchor function defined by ρ Link (url) = A, where A is the set of all anchors in the document ρ Node (url). For each link e we denote P(e) by the link property function that returns the link property symbol of e taken from the set {α, → , ⇒ }.
A sequence of links p = (e 1 , e 2 ,…, e m ) is a path if and only if for every index j, e j ∈ link, and e j+1 .from = e j .to (j=1,...,m-1). If e = (e 1 , e 2 ,…, e m ) is a path, then we define P(e)= P(e 1 )P(e 2 )…P(e m ) as the string of link property symbols that extends link properties from links to paths. As a consequence, we can say that a path e matches the regular expression R if and only if P(e) is a string of the regular language associated with R. Figure 2 shows an example Web graph that comes from the visualization output of a drawing tool launched initially on our department Web site.
The path on the right shows a sequence of documents all containing the keyword "informatica" with global links in red.
The next step is to define the subgraph that matches keyword and path regular expression. In this case, Q neigh (i, k, R) is a local search query, W is a Web graph, and an evaluation ν:{x, i, …} → url maps each variable of Q neigh into a node object identifier. We define the variables as follows: P ν (i, R) is the set of all paths of W starting from ν(i) to 
ν(x) and matching the regular expression R; E ν (i, R) is the subset of link containing only links occurring in P ν (i, R); and C ν (k) is the set of all nodes ν(x) of W such that ν(x) contains k. In another case, Q neigh (i, k, R) is a local search query. We call the query graph of Q neigh (i, k, R) the graph W(i, k, R) (subgraph of W ) given by the pair W(i, k, R) = (C ν (k), E ν (i, R) ). Hence, W(i, k, R) provides the graph-based semantics of the query Q neigh (i, k, R). As an example, a site map of a site i will correspond to the query graph W(i, *, (→ )*). However, we limit the size of query graph W(i, k, R) because the crawler cannot visit the entire Web.
Bounded Local Queries
You can execute bounded local queries easily in terms of regular path expressions. You can also apply these queries to the semantics of extra-site local search tools like Webglimpse 11 and Wish. 12 The need to obtain more relevant hits first has led to the emergence of a new generation of search tools. These technologies are discussed in detail elsewhere. [13] [14] [15] Webglimpse is one of the first important extra-site local search tools. This tool lets you search through a graph of bounded depth. In terms of local search queries, Webglimpse's output corresponds to query graphs that must give the semantics of expressions like "two or fewer links outcoming." WebSQL syntax does not let you explicitly define bound paths but you can obtain them using the following notation: For any path regular expression R without occurrence of * oper-
For example, expressions like "two or fewer local links" will correspond to the notation (→) ≤2 . You can define Webglimpse queries by Q neigh (i, k, (→ | ⇒) ≤d ), which models query graphs defined by a maxdepth parameter equal to d.
Other tools, such as Wish and WebSphinx (described below), let you set a bound w on the width of the query graph to limit overall download time for documents with a high number of links. The ability to set a bound implies that, at most, you'll visit the first w links. This restriction requires a modification of one of our earlier definitions: We define a Web graph with max outdegree w as a graph W w = (ρ Node , ρ Link,w ), where ρ Node is the same as we defined it above except for the anchor-function ρ Link that we changed to ρ Link,w (url) = A, where A is the set containing at most the first w anchors in the document ρ Node (url). Figure 3 (next page) shows the query graph resulting from a bounded query with keyword "Ricerca" and depth and width both set to five. In WebSQL notation, you can define this query as follows: W 5 ("www.uniroma1.it", "ricerca", (→ | ⇒) ≤5 ). In this case, the need to have a bound on the width comes from the existence of a node like the node "www.murst.it." You can consider this node to be an example of a hub node, which is a location with a high number of links, each of which has a high level of user-access probability. Wish supports these sorts of bounded local queries and provides a dynamic visualization through query maps that are 
Local Searching Tools
You can find local search tools for almost every platform, Web server, and site, regardless of what tools you use to build the site. These tools range from free to very expensive, from easy GUI functionality to compile-it-yourself complexity. The systems listed in Table 3 represent an overview of the approaches these tools take.
Many Webmasters install site search engines on their Web servers to make their sites more searchable. Some of the most popular include Simple Search Plus, SillySearch, Site Search 2, and Ice. In addition to tools developed in Perl, JavaScript, or some other Web-oriented language, the Web programming community has developed several Javabased searching tools. Almost all of these tools search documents without crawling systems. Site administrators who want to enlarge the search scope outside their sites should consider extra-site search engines. These include Webglimpse, WebSphinx, Mapuccino, or Wish.
Extra-site searching tools rely on the hypertext structure of the Web independently of local links. We have made the distinction between bounded searching tools that conform to the model explained above and the tools that apply focused searching techniques. Focused crawling means that the tool will only search relevant pages in the proximity of other relevant pages.
Webglimpse
Glimpse (GLobal IMPlicit SEarch) is a popular Unix indexing and query system that lets you search through a large set of files very quickly. Glimpse supports most of agrep's options (agrep is a powerful version of grep) including approximate matching, Boolean queries, and even some limited forms of regular expressions. You can use Glimpse in the same way you use agrep, except that you don't have to specify filenames. You can also use Glimpse for Web sites as a set of tools called Webglimpse. Webglimpse is the spider and manager for the files searched with Glimpse. In combination, these tools can index and search your own corner of the Web defined by the links you place on a start page. Webglimpse lets you index your own site or any collection of remote sites you choose. It has a Web administration interface for managing multiple archives. Both Glimpse and Webglimpse are free for use by educational institutions and government agencies. Free copies are also available to most nonprofits and open source developers.
Mapuccino
Mapuccino is an innovative application from IBM's Haifa Research Lab. It lets you dynamically construct visual maps of Web sites. You can view the maps using any Java-enabled browser, and you can store the results for quick reference or to share with other users.
Mapuccino invokes a conventional static search engine to obtain an initial set of good links to pages that are presumably relevant to the query. From that point, you can continue to explore the links or refine your search. Mapuccino's ability to do dynamic exploration offers several benefits. First, you can achieve a more precise relevance analysis since you can derive corpus statistics from a narrower domain than the full Web. Second, this process validates document existence and reachability, which means that you can easily detect broken links caused by documents or sites that do not exist any longer or that are no longer reachable. Finally, dynamic exploration lets you discover pages that are relevant to the query but did not As Figure 4 shows, Fetuccino (the fetch application of Mapuccino), lets you select your favorite search service from a list of supported services and control a set of parameters such as the time limit, depth (in terms of the hops to follow), and so forth. Once you click on the "Create the Results Map" button, Fetuccino forwards the query to a selected search service. Once you reach the time limit, Fetuccino sends a map of the results to you with the Mapuccino visualization applet.
The map view shows the search results page as root and the top-ranked candidates as first-level descendants. The shade of blue for each node label indicates the degree of relevance of each candidate (the darker the shade, the more relevant the result).
Subsequent levels in the tree show the pages fetched by Fetuccino and how they relate to each other.
WebSphinx
WebSphinx (Web site-Specific Processors for HTML Information Extraction) is a Java class library and interactive development environment for Web crawlers. WebSphinx looks at the Web as a directed graph of pages and links, which are reflected in Java as page and link objects. A page object represents a parsed Web page with methods to retrieve the page's URL, title, and HTML parse tree. A link object describes not only the target of the link (a URL), but also the source (a page and an HTML element within that page).
WebSphinx uses a GUI called the Crawler Work- In site search, local search query is expressed by the regular path expression ( →)*.
In bounded neighbor search, local search query is expressed by regular path expressions ( → | ⇒) ≤d with query graphs having bounded depth d.
In focused neighbor search, local search query is computed using relevance focusing techniques aimed at crawling documents that are more relevant to the keyword.
bench that supports developing, running, and visualizing crawlers in a Web browser. The WebSphinx developers built several operations into the Workbench that let you specify and run simple crawls without programming. In Figure 5 , the crawler is being used to print a hard copy of Robert Harper's "Introduction to Standard ML," a Web document divided into multiple HTML pages. In the crawler workbench, you enter the first page of the document as the starting URL and set some limits, constraining the crawler to a single Web server and pages that are at most five hops away from the starting URL. Unfortunately, these limits are not sufficient because the document contains links to pages outside the document -such as "Standard ML at Carnegie Mellon" -that we don't want to print. Running the crawler produces a graph visualization of the Web pages visited, which the user can browse to check that the appropriate pages are being retrieved.
Wish
Wish (Wireless Internet SearcHing) is a prototype system implemented at our university. We designed Wish to support local searching combined with dynamic visualization. We based Wish on a query model that corresponds to the bounded local search with query graph bounding parameters w and d. Its architecture relies on Java agents and it uses a dynamic visualization interface built with JavaScript. The interface produces colored tree maps that help you recognize the page you need or browse pages even if the dynamic link page is still being updated. shows an example query map obtained using Wish's HTML interface (named VSearch). Wish displays the map after the search engine returns a search tree of depth 5 and width 3, corresponding to the keyword query "Ingegneria informatica" and starting from the homepage "www.polito.it." Wish executes the map visualization process dynamically following the automatic windowing results refreshment. The image on the right side of Figure 6 shows the final results of the query map visualization. Wish displays each document as a node, using colors to signify the document score value returned from the search engine.
Local searching the Internet is gaining more attention. In fact, in the past several years, developers have sought to improve crawling and search efficiency through tools that offer more crawling query capabilities. For instance, "focused crawlers" have been proposed as new, optimized local searching tools. [14] [15] The ultimate goal of these tools is the same, but their methodologies can differ substantially.
Another important issue comes from the fact that Internet searching is becoming strongly affected by distributed, parallel, and asynchronous peer-to-peer searches. This type of searching resembles local searching due to its distributed nature, but it is restricted to multimedia files or more generally to structured data. We think that interesting future research will study less structured searching on such distributed Internet, shared systems. For example, we want to introduce dynamic crawlers on top of a file-sharing network (like Gnutella) in order to support searching on a global distributed portal system. We think that this article, by offering a database classification of local search tools, could be helpful toward moving research in this direction.
